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Healthy lifestyle that could also support the local economy? 

 The Project ’Healthy Tapolca, Healthy Economy’ is coming to an end 

 

The project ’Healthy Tapolca, Healthy Economy – HU11-0012-A1-2013’ was supported by the 
government. Its aim was to improve health awareness of people living in the Tapolca basin, as well 
as boost local economy and increase local producers’ sales opportunities at the same time. We have 
tested methods which increased popularity of locally produced food coming mostly from family 
businesses, encouraged to consume them locally, and thus supporting the development of local 
economy and the local producers at the same time. The project is the result of an international 
cooperation: the town of Tapolca was the consortium leader, other Hungarian partners of the 
cooperation were: ’Tapolca Kft.’, ’Bakony és Balaton Térségi Turisztikai Nonprofit Kft.’, territorial 
trade association of entrepreneurs from Tapolca and the joint authority of Tapolca’s surroundings. 
International good examples and practices (with the help of study tours, methodological guides and 
professional exchange) were provided by the municipality and the university of the Norwegian 
Lillehammer.  

With the help of Grants Europe Consulting Kft. – leading the professional works – the partnership 
implemented several partial activities in the framework of the project, while actively cooperating 
with people living in the Tapolca-basin, be it young or old. 

A market where shopping is fun? – The refurbished Tapolca Market and Market Hall offers a 
variety of programs to its visitors 

A good market is not only a place for shopping: it is a cultural community place which offers a variety 
of programs to the residents. It is a meeting point where local producers can get in touch with the 
consumers. Thus quality market infrastructure is a must; however, events are also necessary that 
strengthen the community. That is why we renovated the Tapolca Market and the Market Hall both 
outside and inside.  

A unified facade was created, the floors were refurbished and last but not least housing, new 
windows and doors were integrated. The outer space has now a fancy look, and it offers more space 
for community programs and events. Energy refurbishments have been carried out in the hall. The 
new water room for handicapped serves the confort of the visitors, especially the elderly. Zoltán 
Dobó mayor, Lajos Rig parliamentary representative of the region and the delegation of Lillehammer 
greeted everybody at the market opening ceremony. Later the general public could walk around and 
learn more about the renovated building.  

Many interactive programs helped the local producers and the consumers to come together. A 
‘Health day for the retired’, a seed- and seedling exchange and a handicrafts fair were organized on 
the Spring-welcoming community market day. The participants could support the ‘My world – 
Society for autist children in Tapolca and its surroundings’ organization with the charity cooking 
event. Local producers and consumers provided the ingredients, and it was the ’Tapolcai Diák- és 
Közétkeztető Szolgáltató Kft.’ that offered to cook the cauldron-goulash. Marmalades ‘competed’ for 
the title of the ‘Best marmalade of Tapolca and its surroundings’. The jury decided for the Ukk Bébic 
Social cooperative’s raspberry marmalade to be the best. The public award went to the strawberry 
marmalade of Márta Kreizinger. There were dance shows, craft programs and doughnut baking. It 
was the first time that an afternoon/evening market day was organized in Tapolca. However, in case 
both the producers and the customers were satisfied, the evening market could become regular. At 
the ’Gastro date’ event local producers and hosts, accommodations, and retail stores from the 
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Tapolca basin could meet. The aim was for quality local producer food to get to local restaurants and 
shops. 

Besides the different programs voting, quizzes and prize draws provided even more socializing 
opportunities. The residents and the producers could also share their opinion about the market with 
the town administration at the workshops and via surveys. The market was created as part of a 
community development-operational plan based on these surveys, the programs, experiences and 
remarks. 
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How does food get to your plate? – Kindergarten children learnt how the food gets from the 
garden to their plates 

It is never early enough to start teaching about healthy lifestyle: a child’s perspective is very 
important, because (eating) habits established during childhood will affect adulthood, hence our 
health as we grow up. That is why four kindergartens (two from Tapolca, one from Gyulakeszi and 
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one from Badacsonytomaj) participated at programs that helped children to see what hard and 
caring work made it possible for healthy food to get to their plates. As part of the complex program 
series there were several events with the focus on reforming the kitchen gardens of the 
kindergartens, healthy diet, local products and programs involving both kindergartners and children. 
The ’Levendula Porta’ (Lavender gate), the employees of the Folly arboretum and Imre Szabó honey 
producer organized a demonstration of goods for the children. They showed them the equipment 
they worked with, and last but not least the children could taste the goodies. Kitchen gardens were 
created in three kindergartens. The children could learn there the basics of gardening. Moreover, 
children at the Badacsonytomaj kindergarten could process the food growing in their own garden 
with different devices. This way they could prepare their own vegetable and fruit juice for example. 
For both the kindergartners and the children it was a great experience to visit the premises of the 
’Tapolcai Diák- és Közétkeztető Szolgáltató Kft’: Tamás Mezőssy manager showed the children the 
way. They could visit the whole ‘food-way’: the storehouse, the processor area, the kitchens and the 
serving area. In the meantime they could learn the basics of healthy diet with exciting quizzes and a 
vegetable recognition game. The children visited the refurbished Tapolca Market and Market Hall. 
Later at a drawing contest the children could show what they learnt about the producers, their work 
and the farms during the last couple of months. Based on the feedbacks the children had a very nice 
time, thus the program was a useful addition to kindergarten education. A professional educational 
material was created in the framework of the project, and it could help other kindergartens in the 
future as well. 
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Vivien Szabó, Tapolca Suburban Kindergarten, ’Hedgehog’ group, 5 and a half years old 

 

Health awareness in everyday life? – Sport- and other health events with civil participation for the 
most compromised target groups 

One of the project’s main aim was to increase the importance of health awareness and to make the 
healthy lifestyle more popular among the people. It is especially important for the elderly and the 
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men who participate at health events less often. Thus the partnership focused a lot on creating 
programs for these two target groups. For example there was a health day specially organized for 
the elderly, where the interested could take part at screenings and healthy diet related quizzes. The 
’Spinning Club with Tapolca’ organized a trial spinning class for the elderly to make this sport popular 
among the older generations as well. Screening tests for men were added to the annual indoor 
soccer tournament. The employees of the Health Development office provided free PSA, cholesterol 
and blood sugar level tests for the participants. The aim was to highlight the importance of screening 
tests in prevention, especially for men who rarely take part at such programs. Moreover, the project 
aimed to bond the civil organizations and the locals. For example the Tapolca Plecotus speleologist 
group organized a speleology presentation and program for the interested. The visitors could take 
part at a tour to ’Kincses-gödör’ (Treasure pit) cave and they could see the underground treasures of 
Tapolca for themselves. The Kinizsi Dance Ensemble and the Batsányi Dance Ensemble could also 
introduce themselves. At Bárdos Lajos primary school and the ’Kazinczy Ferenc and Batsányi János 
member institutions’ the children could try different sports with the support of TIAC VSE, Hungarian 
Kyokushin Karate Seibukai Organization and Tapolcai Honvéd SE: karate, volleyball, cross-country, 
jiu-jitsu and soccer. 

The results of the surveys proved that the initiative had a positive effect on people. Thus, similar 
programs could get even more people involved, citizens who are not as health-conscious as they 
could be. A methodological guide collects the good examples and practices that could be used later 
as well. The issue including diet tips and exercises was written for the people, who could use it after 
the end of the project. 
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Local products at canteens? – The possibility to use local products at canteens and town events 

It is an important task to introduce locally produced quality food to the food system of public 

institutions and catering services of different local events. This way not only healthy diet can become 

more popular, but local agriculture can also be supported by the increased use of locally produced 

food. In order to reach this goal, we observed the international and national legislation and 

opportunities of the alternative and local product based catering models, the already functioning 

good examples, the so called Short Supply Chain strategies and the models using healthy and local 

products. During this time several projects were organized where the provided meals were based on 

local products, thus popularizing the local producers. A sustainability study was conducted about the 

supplier circle consisting local/regional producers and their evaluation; how to involve them in event 

catering and canteen meals; including special weekly menu ideas based on seasonal local products 

and the experiences of the testing of the model. 

 

Become a local entrepreneur! – Innovative training program for entrepreneurs at Batsányi János 
high school 

How to launch a successful local business? How local crafts goods are made? What financial and 
marketing knowledge are necessary to launch a new product at the market? Students of Batsányi 
János high school learnt the answers to these questions and many more during the entrepreneur 
training program. The partnership built the concept of the competition based on a Norwegian 
training program: the groups of four had to come up with their own crafts product idea with the help 
of local producers. Later they had to sell these products at the market day organized at the Tapolca 
Market and Market Hall. 8 groups entered the competition. During the training they learnt about 
price- and cost calculation and methods of sales totals from the employees of Pannon University. 
The students got practical advice from Eníd and Tibor Keszthelyi form ’Levendula Porta’ family 
business, Bence Laposa from Laposa Birtok Kft. and Tímea Júlia Pál from Hegymagasi Marhaságok 
producer shop. 

The program was a great success on 24th March 2017: the crowd was interested in the products 
made by the students. Everything was gone within two hours: fruit juice, herbal bath salts, cheese 
selections, artisan chocolate, vegetable chips and homemade marmalade gingerbread among 
others. The students’ short films were also very popular: they showed how the products were 
created and they presented the mentor producers’ work and products. After the fair, the jury made 
of national and international members evaluated the products, paying attention to the results of the 
public vote at the market. First place went to the team ‘Generation of the future’ – Orsolya Horváth, 
Ernő Péter Kocsor, Vivien Nimsz and Stella Rádi. There mentor was Irén Komendánt (Ukk Bébic Social 
cooperative) and they won the 100000 HUF proposed by Tapolca’s Municipality for their own brand 
labelled health cocktail. 

Seeing the achievements, the town and the high school decided to organize the contest next year as 
well, this way more and more students will be able to learn the basics about how to become an 
entrepreneur and the skills acquired may also help the students to choose a profession in the future. 
A methodological manual about the experiences of the training and the feedbacks can be useful for 
other institutions as well. 
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’Local products locally’ – Tapolca basin’s local brand is born 

 

In the past couple of years there has been a growing tendency of the spreading of local products: 
locally produced, fresh and healthy products are not only necessary for the healthy diet but also for 
expanding the market of safe food. The aim of the project coordinated by ‘Bakony és Balaton Térségi 
Turisztikai Nonprofit Kft’ was to find out how to expand the sales opportunities of local products, to 
help them enter the market and to increase their consumption. A professional program series 
elaborated on these opportunities: the local entrepreneurs and the producers learnt about the 
certification trademark systems, their operation, the quality guarantee provided by the trademarks, 
as well as the business opportunities of a common marketing and sales activity at the ‘Local products 
locally’ professional program series. The producers and the purchase points (restaurants, hotels, and 
caterers) could exchange information at professional workshops and via surveys. We observed good 
examples of expanding the local product market based on national and international examples. We 
created the database of local producers. Besides, the partnership decided to create a local product 
brand with proof of geographical origin: the local product brand’s concept was born, the manual of 
the brand design was written, including the basic principles of the visual design, establishing its 
structure and rules, providing a unique appearance this way. The http://helyitermek.tapolca.hu 
website launched: the visitors can learn about the producers joining the local product brand, and the 
local accommodations, restaurants and gastronomic events. Moreover, several online, offline 
publications and the ‘local product shelf’ at the Tapolca Tourinform and Tamási Áron community 
center popularize the local products as well. 
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A business-friendly municipality – A business counseling center was founded in Tapolca 

Need help in tax issues? Need consultancy with regard to tendering? Would you like to learn more 
about the market or broaden your network? Several similar questions can arise while launching or 
operating a business. Such questions can be answered with the help of the Tapolca Entrepreneur 
Counseling Center that was founded based on the Norwegian model. 

The service selection of the Counseling Center was put together based on surveys, local 
organizations and workshops for entrepreneurs and the municipality.  The main aim of the center is 
to become an information point in Tapolca, where the interested could get up-to-date digital and 
printed material regarding starting/expanding their businesses, procedures and office 
administration. Moreover, one can find databases containing data of local and surrounding 
producers, traders, services and professionals. Via personal or online counseling, different courses 
and trainings the center provides help for launching a business, for finances and for comparing 
business plans. It also plays an important role in building a partnership and networking by organizing 
forums, clubs, information days and lectures. 

Employees working with the entrepreneurs learnt a lot from interactive tasks and case studies 
during a training, thus they acquired useful skills for carrying out this job. The training material 
prepared during the project will provide interactive educational opportunities for improving 
business friendly attitude and supportive approach for the municipal administrators who are 
working with entrepreneurs and also for the future employees of the Centre. 

 


